
 

 

May Dawn Chorus Walk  
Longueville House , 14th May, 2017 

 
Come join Michael Cobley (chair of the West Cork branch of Bird Watch Ireland) 

this year for another morning or evening - your choice and explore the magnificent 

grounds of Longueville House on foot - right here on your own doorstep!  

 

What happens? 

Participants meet at Longueville House Hotel. A brief orientation & maps distributed 

of various sites on estate. Participants set off on tour with Michael. Later the groups 

return home to clean up & enjoy a hearty country house breakfast/ light supper (for 

evening participants). In Longueville we place as much emphasis on the reward at the 

end of a walk as the actual walk itself!  

Afterwards a cosy chat, questions & answers session in the drawing room by the fire. 

Longueville is known for its more intimate chorus walks, in luxurious surroundings, 

allowing participants to benefit from more of the guide’s time & attention.  

 

Dates: 

The Dawn chorus walk takes place on Sunday 14th May at 4am sharp. 

 

Price: 

Family Ticket: Two adults & two children (under 14 years) €149 

Multiple Tickets (in excess of four participants): €49 per person 

Adult Single: €55 

 

 

Price Includes:  

Guided Dawn Chorus Walk, Full Traditional Breakfast, plus detailed discussion with 

Michael Cobley afterwards. 

 

Equipment: 

Warm outdoor clothing with hiking books/wellies depending on the weather. 

Waterproof hats and over coats, umbrellas due to our inclement weather; even a pair 

of sunglasses may come in handy; binoculars if you readily have them/ not essential. 

 

Booking & Cancellation Policy: 

Advance booking & payment is essential by credit card or cheque as numbers taken 

for this very special event is limited. Confirmation of booking will be guaranteed on 

receipt of these payment details. Cancellation is required within 48 hours of the event 

to avoid penalty of payment in full. Cancellations before this time will be refunded 

payment minus 20% handling fee. Book soon as spaces are limited! 

 


